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Dale Kime Joins Team as Business Development Representative
February 27, 2014 – Mayfield Heights, OH – Staffing Solutions Enterprises is pleased to
welcome Dale Kime as Business Development Representative for the company.
Dale Kime joins Ann Richardson, Branch Manager of Staffing Solutions, to help further expand
and fulfill clients’ needs in accounting and financial staffing and placement services. He brings
over 13 years of business development experience in financial and accounting staffing services.
The new hire comes at a time of strategic expansion for Staffing Solutions Enterprises. Over the
past several months, the company has grown to offer higher-level experienced candidates,
particularly in accounting and financial roles.
“Dale’s industry knowledge and experience, coupled with Ann’s numerous years of client
account management and recruitment at SSE, will allow us to expand our services to existing
clients and branch out to deliver more comprehensive accounting services in the marketplace.
We’re excited to have him onboard,” says SueAnn Naso, President of Staffing Solutions
Enterprises.
Dale Kime will be responsible for developing relationships with existing clients in accounting and
finance, and driving business development with new clients.

Dale obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, with an emphasis in Finance
from Cedarville University. He has been a member of the Institute of Management Accountants
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Cleveland East Chapter, where he was a past Board Member. He was also a member of the
Greater Cleveland National Association of Credit Management.
######

About Staffing Solutions Enterprises: Staffing Solutions Enterprises is a women's owned business

enterprise specializing in career matchmaking and recruitment solutions. We deliver expert recruitment
solutions that add exceptional value to employers. In all cases, we fulfill our commitment to excellence in
service through innovation, creativity and responsiveness. We offer recruitment solutions for every phase
in the career life cycle and unite the right person with the right team.

We have a team of recruiting and HR experts who conduct thorough assessments and behavioral based
screenings to match candidates and client workplaces. Whether our clients are looking for a permanent
addition, a long-term contractor, or a short-term fill in, our focus is on making that perfect match because
we understand clients want to add a team member-- someone who wants to be part of the company
culture and create a WOW experience within their organization.

